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Lionel polar express ho

More News Lionel is extremely excited to offer for the first time, polar express™ on the scale of HO. Pattern after the iconic Polar Express™ Train on the history of a warming heart, according to Chris Van Applesburgh's story about the power of faith. The Polar Express locomotive™ equipped with our LionChief® and
Lionel RailSounds®. In addition, this locomotive allows you to choose between three modes of operation, which gives you the flexibility to run your locomotive using a LionChief remote control, transformer or your DCC system. The locomotive ™ polar express, 6-58018, also have directional headlight and backup lighting.
Add to the fun of playing Polar Express™ with our range of passenger cars. Running your train has never been easier! Lionel is very happy to offer for the first time a HO scale locomotive equipped with our lionChief ® remote system. The LionChief® system is designed to make the operation of your train as easy as
possible, without wires, without programs, no problems, just a lot of fun running on your train. Patterned after the iconic locomotive from the film's warming heart and book, this locomotive is decorated in the classic livery of The Polar Express™. With a child-friendly look and feel, this loco has features and technology
even older models will enjoy! Add to the fun of playing Polar Express™ with our range of Polar Express cars™ Express. (Sold separately) Links in Pere Marquette #1225: Polar Inspiration POLAR EXPRESS and all related characters and elements © &amp; ™ Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s16) Lighting RailSounds
LionChief Remote Control SKU: 6-58018 Caliber: HO Gauge Year: 2016 Minimum Radius: 18Shkala: Scale Power: Electric Catalog Year: 2015 Road Number: 1225 Engine: Steam Guides Find the latest guides in our support section. Spare parts Buy any spare parts in our support section. Contact the service station to
correct your product Please allow 3-4 weeks to deliverThe result of high volume orders, new personalized orders are expected to ship January 2019 Your currency: USD JPY BGN CZK KK GBP HUF PLN RON SEK CHF NOK HRK TRYK RUB AUDL CAD CNY HKD IDR INR KRW MXN MYR NZD PHP SGD THB ZAR
ILS Home | Manufacturers | Polar Express Trains Product View: Image list Sort by: Number: From lowest to highest number: highest to lowest price: lowest to highest price: highest to lowest scale: highest to lowest Walmart+ here to ease every day. About this pointThon this information is not suitable for ages 3 years. It
contains one or more of the following marble items; small ball; or small details. We strive to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and other what you see here and we haven't tested it. Lionel returns to the HO stage in a big way with new sets and a track designed for started in this amazing
hobby easier than ever. Bring the Magic Polar Express to your home this year with the Polar Express HO model train set with remote and Bluetooth capabilities from Lionel. This set of HO trains includes everything you need to get started, including a locomotive, carriages, track, remote control and power supply. The
electric locomotive can be controlled using Remote, LionChief App, DCC or DC Transformer. LionChief Bluetooth App allows you to monitor full operation and sounds directly from your Bluetooth-enabled smartphone or tablet and control multiple locomotives from a single device. MagneLock FasTrack System has a
fantastic prototype look, is easy to use and has magnets in the road surface for quickly equipping connections. Ho gauge trains are 1/87th on a scale and twice the size of traditional O gauge trains. Rails on ho railway track scatter 16.5 mm apart. Ho trains are small enough to build nice planning in an efficient space and
large enough to illustrate all the great details. HO has become the most popular rail model in the world to date. DANGER OF SUFFOONING - Small parts - Not for children under 3 years old. ATTENTION - ELECTRICAL INFORMATION: IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN UNDER 14 YEARS. AS WITH ALL
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED DURING PROCESSING AND USE TO PREVENT ELECTRIC SHOCK. SET INCLUDES: 2-8-4 Locomotive and Tender Wagon Abandoned Car to Monitor Machine (12) 20Radius MagneLock Curve FasTrack Sections (3) 9 MagneLock Direct
Sections FasTrack (1) 9 MagneLock Terminal FasTrack section Wall-pack Power supply LionChief Remote control for locomotive Polar express bell holder manual locomotive FEATURES: Electric locomotive operated by remote control, LionChief App, DCC or DC Transformer Bluetooth equipped locomotive and tender
pickups for uninterrupted operation RailSounds Sound system with engine background and chuffing sounds, Whistle and Bell Official sound clips of films including All aboard Polar Express and Tickets, please Operating directional headlight Performance directed gentle light Easily converted to other DCC decoders Sound
ON/OFF switch Powerful engine without maintenance Working knives traction tires PASSENGER CARS FEATURE : Shimmering LED lighting salon Working knives connectors connectors with body mounting boxes Film window symbol silhouette Window silhouette Round end roof and platform on remote features
viewing vehicle : Control knob back and forth Speed Three buttons for whistle, bell and announcements Required three AAA batteries (not included) SPECIFICATIONS: Caliber: HO Calibration Power: Electric Motor Type: Curve: 18Radius NOTICE Train Set Requires (3) AAA Alkaline Batteries to Operate Screw-Out
Phillips Required to Operate battery compartment on the remote control (not included) Regularly lubricate the wheels, bridges and hitmaps to avoid creaking and carrying a napkin with soft cloth from time to time after use to track and wheels free of dirt and grease, Remove all batteries when the train is not used for a long
period of time Recommended for 14 years and before assembly , SoundsBrandLionel Harvested product Weight0.6 lbAge GroupSenior , adult, Tween, teenManufacturist Part Number871811010ManufacturerLionel, LLCColorGoldAge Range14 yearsGenderUnisexModelVIPRB-871811010Assembly dimensions of
products (L x W x H)18.50 x 17.40 x 9.50 InchesJanuary 5, 2020Wested to the scheduled delivery date in perfect working order. Very pleased. Useful? Q&amp;amp; A CustomerA value detailed information about this product from customers who own it. About our prices We strive to provide low prices every day, for
everything. So, if you find the current lower price from an online store on an identical, in stock product, let us know and we'll match it. For more information, seeOnline Price Match. Web Page Branch
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